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Abstract: we present the essentials of data mining, data reduction methods and data partitioning methods. We 

also give view on feature selection as a part of data reduction method with big data. Big data has volume, 

velocity, variety etc. but here, we concentrates on volume of data which are used for data mining process. So, 

such big data are partitioned based on different approach, their partition types are discussed here. big data 

partitioning approach and its effect with feature selection method are discussed as a comparative  literature 

survey which is helpful for researcher to work ahead in data partition and data reduction methods together for 

enhance performance of big data processing. 
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I. Introduction: 

In recent days, As digital technology and its application increase, large data also increase day by day. The 

important question is-how to utilize this data for decision making, prediction trend or situation, support to 

industry, organization etc [1][5]. data analysis or discovering knowledge called data mining[1]. Data mining 

methods like association rule mining, outlier detection, clustering, classification, regression and summarization. 

Data mining process include data collection, pre-processing, apply data mining method and result evaluation. 

Data pre-processing include data filtering, selection, reduction, transformation, normalization etc. sub task to 

prepare data such that data mining method accept it as input and so get proper output from method. The paper’s 

center topic is data reduction for high dimensional dataset and data partition. Handling large high dimensional 

dataset is toughest job as traditional data mining methods cannot perform better. Now days, distributed parallel 

data mining environment can handle data which has following properties: Volume in terms of samples/features, 

Velocity like arrival/processing speed of data, Variety of data like structured, unstructured data (text, images, 

videos etc.). Other V’s also included as big data definition but above 3V’s is generally used to define properties 

of data. Big data environment provide processing of data in parallel distributed processing, which is helpful to 

reduce processing time [23]. 
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1.1 Data Reduction: 

Data reduction is categorized into three types like feature reduction, instance reduction and data compression as 

seen in fig.- 1 . Some data have high dimensional data need to be handling with feature reduction technique 

[12]s. Feature reduction has been performed with feature selection, feature extraction or construction. Instance 

reduction has been handled with instance selection and instance construction [9-11][20][25]. Data compression 

and decompression is used to reduce size of data but analysis is difficult with compressed data. So, time and 

processing cost increase to do decompression and compression. High dimensional dataset means more number 

of features in data and dataset examples are text related articles, documents etc., medical data like genome data 

etc. Large dataset means more number of samples in data. In this paper, we are considering large high 

dimensional dataset which process on big data environment.  

 

Fig. 1 Data reduction methods classification [25] 

 

1.2 Data partition: 

Distributed parallel processing has many data storage methods. Data storage on different nodes that means split 

whole dataset among different nodes. Our paper includes survey of available data store methods with data 

reduction methods which are mention pros and cons of each method. Data storage method scale data on 

different node such that data processing or mining process make easy, fast, less costly and scalable. Distributed 

parallel environment has one concept which provide like local data processing called replication. but data 

replication required data consistency problem means each node communication each time when data updated on 

any site. So, the solution is handle data partitioning such a way that less processing cost, fast outcome and less 

inter node communication. In this paper, literatures of data partitioning methods with feature selection methods 

are discussed. 

 Different framework may follow different partitioning but generally they perform horizontal partitioning like 

hadoop framework used hash or range base horizontal portioning. If their is requirement for vertical partitioning 

then dataset will be transposed as mentioned by some authors in their papers [19]. 
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II. Feature selection: 

High dimensional data has large number of features or attributes in big data, may have irrelevant and missing 

features which is not helpful to analyze data properly[9][14]. So, feature selection plays an important role as to 

select relevant and important features. Feature selection methods are filters, wrappers, hybrid and embedded. 

Filters are based on statistical methods which is fast but less accurate compare to others. Filters are used mostly 

in big data for fast calculation. Wrappers are feature selection based on learning algorithm or search 

algorithm[18]. Embedded methods are built/embedded with model. Hybrid means combination of filter and 

wrappers used as a feature selection [20]. In big data, main question is how to perform proper feature selection 

on distributed partitioned dataset. That means there is a need to study relation between data partition and its 

effect on feature selection methods. In this paper, we compare some exist literature for data partition and effect 

of feature selection method in big data environment. 

III. Importance of Data partition: 

For large scale data processing, data are divided onto different nodes which work parallel execution. For big 

data, same way dataset are partition among nods or sites and execution are distributed or send to each node to 

run locally and global results are merged. This is basic important feature of big data, rest of other imperative 

features are listed below [21][24]: 

1) Scalability: whole dataset is stored distributed among nodes instead of centralized manner. So, when 

data size increase, there is no hardware limit for storage. It would be easy to add nodes in cluster as and 

when required. So, it solves scalability issue of centralized approach. 

2) Security: As data partition applied on dataset, there is a possibility to split sensitive and non-sensitive 

data and apply separate security control on local dataset. 

3) Flexibility: partition dataset and store on nodes such a way that administrative and transactional 

flexibility increase. 

4) Availability: Failure in any node or data, can be managed by replication on other nodes without 

knowledge of end users and performed task properly. 

5) Performance: parallel distributed execution of data for specific work decrease time complexity in terms 

of data access or processing. For data mining task like pattern finding, classification, clustering get 

outcome without degrading performance. Repartition/dynamic partition of data for increase 

performance of given task is an important feature[1][2]. 

Disadvantage of data partition: 

1) Communication cost: As data partitions are stored on different nodes, local processes work with some 

little communication of data. The question is – how to minimize or lower the communication cost 

among nodes. Second thing is minimize the sensitive data in communication. 

2) Data integration: different nodes generate some outcome after given task then global integration policy 

needed to be design for any data mining task. 
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3) Real time data with replication: real time data arrive as per time basis, how to store and replication 

among nodes is not defined properly and so processing cost may increase. 

IV. Types of data partition:  

Basic introduction of data partition with its advantage and disadvantage are discussed above sections. In this 

section, different types of data partitions are discussed bellow [3][2]: 

4.1 Attribute level data partitioning algorithms: partition of dataset depends on features group which reduce 

communication cost and maintain accuracy of particular application [5]. Set of features in each partition may be 

overlapped or non-overlapped. The scenario shown in fig -2. 

4.2 Workload aware/transaction based data partitioning: As per processing cost on each node that means 

maximize local processing and minimize communication cost, data partition strategy applied. This type of 

partition method suited for business transaction based applications. That means load balancing and transaction 

balancing based partition occurs. 

4.3 Graphical / location based data partitioning: database tuples are mentioned node in a graph and authors are 

trying to minimize complexity of graph. 

4.4 Dynamic data partitioning / re-partitioning: in static partition, data fragment is same on each node but in 

dynamic partitioning, data fragments or partition after some time or in each phase depend on transaction 

requirement. 

4.5 Clustering based data partitioning:  for frequent attributes finding in some dataset is get by clustering 

method of features. That means for large dataset, affinity measure between features are not handled by other 

methods, clustering method works. 

4.6 Sample based data partitioning: In this method, data samples are divided into data sample subsets on 

different nodes called horizontal partitioning, which is useful for large dataset mining as shown in fig. - 2. 

4.7 Proportional partitioning: data is divided with percentage proportional values on different node for example 

5% data or sorted data with top 10 % on one data node etc. 
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Fig. 2 Horizontal and Vertical Partitioning [22] 

V. Data partition and Feature selection method: 

In big data, data partition is a significant step for data analysis which reduces complexity and cost. Data 

partition on distributed parallel nodes [17][21], mainly focus on attribute wise partition/vertical partition, sample 

partition/horizontal partition, hybrid partition (vertical and horizontal), workload/load balance partition, location 

based dynamic partition. Others types are data access/process based partition, user’s data usage based partition, 

user’s required output accuracy based partition etc.  as shown fig. – 3 define feature selection methods  on 

vertical partitioning dataset as local and combine as global feature selection[13][14]. In given table, list of 

literature regarding feature selection and partition methods jointly discussed with its effect as advantage and 

future suggestions as well. 

 

Fig. 3 Feature selection on vertically partition distributed data method and Centralized feature 

selection method [4]  
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Title Publica

tion 

Partition 

type 

Dataset and 

Outcome 

Advantage Future Work 

Towards 

parallel 

feature 

selection 

from 

verticall

y 

partition

ed data[5 

ESAN

N, 

 2014 

Vertical 

Partition 

1)Isolet-617 

features, 

7474samples,26 

classes 

2)Madelon-500 

features,2400 

samples, 2 classes 

3)Mnist-717 

features,60000 

samples, 2 classes 

-Accuracy and 

computational time 

parameters are 

compared. 

-Accuracy is maintained as 

local node execution with 

parallel dist. Nodes. 

-computational time is 

decreased in parallel 

environment compare to 

local node. 

-Accuracy is high compare 

to parallel horizontal 

partition. 

-for large dataset, 

computational time 

increase linearly. 

-Filters are only 

compared with 

classifiers. other 

feature selection 

methods will be 

applied. 

Distribut

ed 

feature 

selection

: an 

applicati

on to 

microarr

ay data 

classific

ation[7] 

Elsevie

r, 

2015 

Vertical 

Partition 

1)colon-2000 

features,62 samples 

2)DLBCL-4026 

features,47 samples 

3)CNS-7129 

featurs,60 samples 

4)Leukemia-7129 

featurs,72 samples 

5)Prostate-12,600 

features,136 

samples 

6)Lung-12,533 

features,181 

samples 

7)Ovarian-15,154 

features, 253 

samples 

8)Breast-24481 

features,97 samples 

-Accuracy and 

computational time 

parameters are 

compared. 

- This scheme handles 

classification even if 

features are more compare to 

number of samples. 

-Accuracy of parallel 

environment is maintained 

and less computational time 

compare to centralized 

classification. 

-Rank based method 

[15] proved good but 

larger dataset which 

are unable to fits in 

partitions, Question is-

how to find rank and 

perform rank based 

partition? 

-wrappers are used but 

accuracy is same as 

filters in parallel 

nodes. 

A time 

efficient 

approach 

for 

distribut

ed 

feature 

selection 

partitioni

ng by 

features 

[6] 

Springe

r, 

 2015 

Vertical 

Partition 

1)Isolet-617 

features,7474sampl

es 2)Madelon-500 

features,2400 

samples 

3)Mnist-717 

features,60000 

samples 

4)Breast-24481 

features,97 samples 

5)Lung-12,533 

features,181 

samples 

- Repartition of dataset are 

used in each round with 

count of selected each 

features. Remove features by 

threshold. 

-Author defines new 

threshold equation with data 

complexity instead of 

classification error. 

-Difficult to find 

redundant features 

when data partitions 

are distributed. 

 

Hadoop 

based 

feature 

IJST, 

2016 

Horizont

al 

Partition 

Kdd1,2,3,4, dataset 

with 60000 samples 

approximate in each 

-Rough set as feature 

selection method is used. 

-Random forest is good 

-In real-time 

distributed data, 

uncertainty and 
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selection 

and 

decision 

making 

models 

on big 

data 

set 

  

compared to decision tree 

classifiers on big data. 

missing values are big 

issues. 

-Different attributes 

have values whose 

data distribution is 

uniform. 

-Required new feature 

selection method to 

handle mixed 

attributes. 

Predictio

n with 

partitioni

ng: big 

data 

analytics 

using 

regressio

n 

techniqu

es [1] 

IEEE,  

2017 

Horizont

al 

Partition 

Bike sharing dataset -Regression model on each 

partition used locally and 

compare value at globally. 

-Multivariate linear 

regression is good compare 

to single, multiple linear 

regression. 

-To defeat big data 

issue, new serial 

partition method of 

subsets as an 

alternative of samples 

partition. 

Scalable 

feature 

selection 

via 

distribut

ed 

diversity 

maximiz

ation 

AAAI -

2017 

Vertical 

Partition 

-biological, text, 

image dataset like  

-Diversity 

maximization as 

feature selection 

used. (distance 

among features and 

MI among feature-

class) 

-vertical feature selection 

with handling redundancy. 

 -minor accuracy increase in 

case of specific dataset. 

- Develop more 

promising objective 

function to deal with 

redundancy in vertical 

partition data. 

A new 

horizo-

vertical 

distribut

ed 

feature 

selection 

approach 

Cybern

etics 

and 

IT,201

8 

Horizont

al and 

Vertical 

Partition 

-Isolet, 11-tumor, 

Madelon dataset 

- CFS and mRmR 

feature selection 

methods[16] used 

for irrelevant and 

redundant features 

respectively. 

-accuracy is little increase 

compare to centralized, 

horizontal, vertical 

partitioned data. 

C4.5, kNN, Naïve Bayes, 

SVM classifiers are used. 

-Features majority voting is 

used globally after 

combining horizontal and 

vertical selected features. 

- Authors used small 

samples and features 

data for experiment, 

but in future large 

high dimensional 

dataset will be used. 

-Time complexity is 

not compared for all 

approach like 

centralized, 

horizontal, vertical 

partition. 

Feature 

selection 

in high-

dimensio

nal 

dataset 

using 

mapredu

ce 

arXiv, 

2017 

Horizont

al 

partition  

-Four artificial 

dataset with large 

sample or high 

dimensions. 

-mRmR used as 

feature 

selection[16]. 

 

-horizontal partition is 

applied on transposed  high 

dimensional data so feature 

wise horizontal partition can 

perform and better result 

compare to sample wise 

partition of data.  

-develop novel feature 

selection method 

which works with 

distributed feature-

sample data matrix on 

nodes. 

Centraliz

ed vs 

distribut

ed 

Elsevie

r, 2016 

Horizont

al and 

Vertical 

Partition 

-Connect4,Isolet, 

Madelon, Ozone, 

Spambase, Mnist 

dataset used 

-authors compared 

centralized approaches with 

distributed approach have 

horizontal, vertical partition. 

-feature retain 

threshold calculation 

time is increase 

overall execution 
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feature 

selection 

methods 

based on 

data 

complex

ity 

measure

s [22] 

- time 

complexity(speed) 

and accuracy is 

compared 

-for high dimension data, 

vertical part. Is good. 

-for feature selection, 

percentage of feature retain 

is depend on complexity 

which is calculated by 

fishers score. 

 

process. 

-new approach for 

horizontal-vertical 

partition combines 

together in future. 

Data 

partitioni

ng view 

for 

mining 

big 

data[2] 

arXiv, 

2016 

Horizont

al 

partition 

-sample synthetic 

temperature dataset 

 

-authors discuss attribute 

based vertical partition and 

percentage proportional 

partition method (PPP). 

-PPP method used for some 

users want specific filter 

data which may be part of 

whole data like 5% / 10% 

etc. 

-define new global 

model for local 

patterns integration. 

Distribut

ed 

feature 

selection 

using 

vertical 

partitioni

ng for 

high 

dimensio

nal 

data[4] 

IEEE,2

016 

Vertical 

partition 

-ipums, mfeat, 

mfeat-fouriers, 

covtype, optdigit 

-information gain 

used as feature 

selection(FS) is 

used. 

-centralized and distributed 

vertical partition used IG 

then selected top 5features 

are same in both case means 

accuracy maintained and 

execution time is decrease in 

dist.env. 

- Instead of IG other 

FS measure can be 

used in future. 

- Horizontal and 

vertical both partition 

can be used for reduce 

computational time. 

Table 1. Literature of data partition with feature selection methods 

 

VI. Conclusion: 

Our paper includes brief introduction about data partitioning methods with its advantage and disadvantage for 

distributed parallel processing specific for data mining task. We discussed the data partition and data reduction- 

feature selection methods in literature with proper table format which help to find out till research work and give 

new idea to researcher by referring future work from literature. In future, instance selection methods and data 

partitioning methods comparative survey will be projected for distributed parallel environment.  
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